The Polish text corpus was analysed to find information about phoneme statistics. We were especially interested in triphones as they are commonly used in many speech processing applications like HTK speech recogniser. An attempt to create the full list of triphones for Polish language is presented. A vast amount of phonetically transcribed text was analysed to obtain the frequency of triphone occurrences. A distibution of frequency of triphones occuring and other phenomena are presented. The standard phonetic alphabet for Polish and methods of providing phonetic transcriptions are described.
Introduction
There is much statistical research at the word and sentence level for different languages (Agirre et al., 2001; Bellegarda, 2000) . On the other hand similar research on phonemes is rare (Denes, 1962; Yannakoudakis and Hutton, 1992; Kollmeier and Wesselkamp, 1997) . The frequency of phonetic unit presence is an interesting topic itself and can find use in many applications in speech processing, for example speech recognition. It is very difficult to provide proper acoustic data for all possible triphones, but there are methods to synthesise no-recorded ones using data for other triphones and phonological similarities between different phonemes (Young et al., 2005) . This means that the list of possible triphones has to be provided for a given language. The triphone statistics can be also used to generate hypotheses used in recognition of out-ofdictionary words. This paper describes several issues related to phoneme, diphone and triphone statistics and is divided as follows. Section 2 provides information about general scheme of our data acquisition method and standards we used. Section 3 describes the technically most difficult step which is changing the text corpus into a phonetic transcription. Section 4 contains a description of data we used and our results. Phenomena we uncovered are described as well. We sum up the paper with conclusions.
Statistics Extraction Scheme
Obtaining of phonetic information from an orthographic text-data is not straightforward (Holmes et al., 1964; Ostaszewska and Tambor, 2000) . Transcription of text into phonetic data has to be applied first (Oliver, 1998) . We used PolPhone (Demenko et al., 2003) software for this aim, which is described in the next section. The SAMPA extended phonetic alphabet was applied with 39 symbols and pronunciation rules typical for cities Kraków and Poznań. We altered the PolPhone phonetic alphabet (Table 1 ) to a 37 symbol version which is used in the largest corpus of spoken Polish (Grocholewski, 1995) and currently recognised as a SAMPA standard. We reduced the number of symbols by changing phoneme c to k and phoneme J to g. We also replaced w∼ to o∼ and j∼ to e∼. These changes were done to work on an offical standard version of SAMPA, which is frequently used, i.e. in the audio corpus with transcription (Grocholewski, 1995) , rather than an extended SAMPA used in PolPhone, which is going to be suggested as a new standard. For programming reasons we used our own single letter only symbols corresponding to SAMPA symbols instead of typical ones to distinguish phonemes easier while analysing received phonetic transcriptions. Statistics can be now simply calculated by counting number of occurrences of each phoneme, phoneme pair, and phoneme triple in analysed text, where each phoneme is just one symbol. The analysis of the whole corpus took 3 weeks using PolPhone and scripts written in Matlab. 
Text to Phonetic Data Transcriptions
Two main approaches are used for the automatic transcription of texts into phonemic form. The classical approach is based on phonetic grammatical rules specified by human (Steffen-Batóg and Nowakowski, 1993) or automatic machine learning process (Daelemans and van den Bosch, 1997) . A second solution utilises graphemicphonetic dictionaries. In practice both mentioned methods are used in order to cover both typical and exceptional transcriptions. Polish phonetic transcription rules are relatively easy to formalise because of their regularity.
The necessity of investigating large text corpus pointed to the use of the high-performance Polish phonetic transcription system PolPhone (Jassem, 1996; Demenko et al., 2003) . In this system strings of Polish characters are converted into their phonetic SAMPA representation. Extended SAMPA (Table 1) . This basic scheme is extended to cover overlapping phonetic contexts. When more then one result is possible, then longer context is chosen for transcription, which increases its accuracy. Exceptions are handled by additional tables in the similar manner.
Specific transcription rules were designed by a human expert in an iterative process of testing and updating rules. Text corpora used in design process consisted of various sample texts (newspaper articles) and a few thousand words and phrases including special cases and exceptions.
Input Data and Results
One of the key uses for this data is speech processing. This is the reason for quite specific choice of analysed texts. Data for statistics were collected mainly from transcriptions of parliament meetings, the Select Committee to investigate corruption in amendment of Act on Radio and Television and Solidarity meetings (more than 90% of spoken language), from literature and an MA thesis. Total number of 148,016,538 phonemes were analysed. They are grouped in 38 categories (including space). Their distribution is presented in Table 1 and in Fig. 1 . 1,095 different diphones (Fig. 2 and Table 2) and 14,970 different triphones (Fig. 3) were found. It has to be mentioned that all combinations like *#*, where * is any phoneme and # is space, were removed as we do not treat these triples as triphones. The reason for it is that first phoneme * and the second one are actually in 2 different words and we are interested in triphone statistics inside words. The list of most common triphones is presented in Table 3 . This list seems to be not fully representable because of text choice, specifically vast amount of parliament transcriptions, which caused probably some anomalies. I.e. the most common triphone #po and another on the list pos are probably related to corpus topic -poseł means MP in Polish. The word poseł appeared 141,904 in just its basic form, which is 11% of total appearence of #po and 42% of pos. Polish is a morphologically rich language so there are other cases of this word, including plural forms, all of them starting with pos. Assuming 38 different phonemes (including space) and subtracting mentioned *#* combinations there are 53,503 possible triples. We found 14,970 different triphones which gives a conclusion that almost 28% of possible combinations were actually found as triphones. An average length of words in phonemes can be estimated as 6.22 due to space (noted as #) frequency 16.09. Fig. 2 shows some symmetry. Of course, the probability of diphone αβ is usually different than probability of βα. Some symmetry results from the fact that high values of α probability and β probability gives usually high probability of product αβ and βα as well. Similar effects can be observed for triphones. Data presented in this paper illustrate the well-known fact that probabilities of triphones (presented in Table 3 ) cannot be calculated from the diphone probabilities (some of them are presented in Table  2 ). The reason for this is that the conditional probabilities have to be known.
Besides the frequency of triphones occurring, we are also interested in distributions of different frequencies, which is presented in logarithmic scale in Fig. 4 . We expected to receive a very different distribution as very large amount of text was analysed. We hoped to have very few triphones with occurrences smaller than 3 and deduce that they are not real triphones but errors due to foreign names etc. in the corpus. Still even though we added extra text to the corpus several times the distribution did not change much at all. We noted around 1600 triphones which occurred just once, 800 with occurrence 2, 500 with 3, 300 to 400 for 4 to 6 occurrences, 200 for 7 to 9, and up to 100 for 10 or more, every time after we analysed extra text. Such phenomena is nothing unexpected in natural language processing on a level of words or above, where amount of analysed text do not change statistics (considering reasonable large amounts). Still in case of triphones the number of possibilities is much smaller and limited to mentioned 53503. The open question is if we would find distribution we expected if we analysed much bigger corpus or there is no limit in number of triphones lower than number of possible combinations. Every time we analysed extra text we found some new triphones. The new trigrams come from unusual Polish word combinations, slang and other variations of dictionary words, onomatopoeic words, foreign words, errors in phonisation and typos in the text corpus. It is difficult to predict if one can reach a situa- tion new triphones do not appear and distribution of occurrences is changing as a result of more data being analysed. Still it is possible that the large number of triphones with very small occurrence are non-Polish triphones which should be excluded. In our further works we assume that from statistical point of view it is not important, especially when smoothing operation is applied in order to eliminate disturbances caused by lack of text data (Rabiner, 1989 ; Language Models in Speech Recognition, ). 5
Conclusions
The statistics of phonemes, diphones and triphones were collected for Polish using a large corpus of mainly spoken formal language. The paper presents summarisation of the data and focus on interesting phenomena in the statistics. Triphone statistics play an important role in speech recognition systems. They are used to improve the proper transcription of the analysed speech segments. 28% of possible triples were detected as triphones, but many of them appeared very rarely. A majority of rare triphones came from foreign or twisted words. The statistics are available on request by an email.
